WILD CARD bids will go to the highest scoring bid eligible teams across different levels. A total of 10 WILD CARD Bids (5 DI/5 DII) will be awarded at each Virtual Competition. The levels will be divided as follows: L1, L2, L3, L4, and L4.2/L5/L6.

1 AT-LARGE bid will be awarded to the highest scoring bid eligible team in the International Divisions at The Summit.*

THE DANCE SUMMIT

4 AT-LARGE bids will be awarded at each Virtual Competition.

THE REGIONAL SUMMIT

- AT-LARGE bids will go to teams earning 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in each eligible division at each Virtual Competition.
- PARTIAL-PAID bids will be awarded to the highest scoring team in each eligible division at the conclusion of the Virtual Competition Series. Highest scores will be determined by the average of your top 3 performance scores from the event series. Teams MUST compete in at least 3 Virtual Competitions to be considered eligible. Bids will not be split into DI/DII. 16 PARTIAL-PAID bids will be awarded in total.
- Eligible divisions: L1 Tiny, L1 Mini, L1 Youth, L1 Junior, L1 Senior, L2 Mini, L2 Youth, L2 Junior, L2 Senior, L3 Youth, L3 Junior, L3 Senior, L4 Youth, L4 Junior, L4 Senior, L4.2 Senior

THE U.S FINALS

Bids for The U.S. Finals will be reserved for athletes in eligible All Star Novice, Prep and Youth/Rec divisions. Placement bids to will go to teams earning 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in each eligible division at each Virtual Competition. 2 Gold Bids to The U.S Finals will be awarded per Virtual Competition.

THE QUEST RECREATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

- AT-LARGE bids will be awarded to 10 of the highest scoring teams at each Virtual Competition.
- PARTIAL-PAID bids will be awarded to the highest scoring teams across different levels at the conclusion of the Virtual Competition Series. Highest scores will be determined by the average of your top 3 performance scores from the event series. Teams MUST compete in at least 3 Virtual Competitions to be considered eligible. 8 PARTIAL-PAID bids will be awarded in total.
- The levels will be divided as follows: AF L1, AF L2 (including 2.1), AF L3 (including 3.1), NAF 1, NAF 2 (including 2.1), NAF 3 (including 3.1), NAF 4, Open Level.

*Only U.S. teams are eligible to receive bids from Varsity All Star Virtual Competitions. U.S. Protectorate Countries such as Puerto Rico, Guam & the Virgin Islands do not qualify as U.S. teams based on their own independent national sport authority infrastructures.